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One droopy day, as the sky darkens and begins to rain, Emma and 

Casey rapidly exit 4th grade Soccer practice at Simsbury Meadows Field. 

Simsbury, a charming and historic Connecticut town incorporated in 

1670. 

Emma, a sporty and adventurous ten-year-old, holds an umbrella over 

her head and the head of her playful and optimistic BF, Casey. They 

race down Hopmeadow Street laughing and jumping over puddles.   

Their destination – Joe’s Pizza!  Both girls have large mouthed 

hydroflasks prominently stuffed in the side pocket of their backpacks. 

On the short path to 

Joe’s Pizza take-out 

entrance, a bright flash 

of lightning splinters 

the sky over 

Storyteller’s Cottage, 

an authentic Victorian 

mansion next door. The 

girls are spooked at the 

sight and try to stay 

calm, but with another 

shocking glimpse it was 

hard not to shriek! The 

girls are stunned to see 

a round and colorful 

stained-glass window 

of dazzling Lilies on the second floor of the elaborate Cottage become 

lit from behind for an instant, illuminating the vibrant blue and green 

colors. Emma and Casey stare in awe. I tree branch with a few autumn 

colored leaves of red and gold is visible on the roof. 
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“Did you see that?” exclaims Emma? Casey nods wildly. Frightened, 

Emma quickly closes her umbrella and the girls dash back into the 

restaurant. 

Upstairs, inside a dark 

room of the Cottage, a 

glowing light dances, 

swirling around and 

around.                                

It resembles a fairy or 

figure made of light. The 

round window of Lilies is 

visible behind the 

sparkling dancer. 

Meanwhile, inside the pizza restaurant, teenage Lucy, a friend of 

Casey’s older sister, works part-time at Joe’s take-out counter. She 

expertly uses the large wooden peel to slide a pizza out of the oven and 

onto the marble cutting table. Her thick black hair is highlighted 

crimson red and tied back in a French braid. An oversized white apron 

hangs loosely around her thin frame, she wears a Hawaiian puka shell 

necklace. 

“Just in time ladies,” she shouts, “a fresh gluten-free veggie pie”.   

Lulu, a talking white cat fond of colorful scrunchies, who lives at the 

Storyteller’s Cottage, scampers in with her friend Jack, lovable 

Doberman dog at Joe’s.  Emma and Casey pet the friendly animals. 

“I’ve lost my appetite” says Emma, “We just saw the scariest thing 

ever!” squeals Casey. “No need to be frightened of anything” says Lulu, 

“not when my pal Jack the guard dog is around.”  Jack wags his tail in 
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delight, “I like cats” barks Jack. “I’ll take a slice of veggie for Peachy 

please” says Lulu.  

Lucy slices the pie and offers a small piece to Lulu. She holds the piece 

in her mouth. Jack pushes open the door and the two friends race 

outside. “Who’s Peachy?” asks Emma. Lucy responds, “The turtle who 

lives in the basement at Storyteller’s”.  Emma struggles with her cell 

phone, “why can’t I get a signal?” “Sometimes when it’s raining the 

network doesn’t respond” Lucy informs her. “Try stepping outside”. 

Emma takes her umbrella and steps outside. She sees Jack on his hind 

legs pushing open the basement window of Storyteller’s Cottage with 

his nose. Lulu jumps up on the ledge with the pizza in her mouth, she 

slips into the dark space. Emma stares at her phone, shakes her head. 

She goes back inside Joe’s, accompanied by Jack. 

“That’s weird, my phone isn’t working. I’m just getting endless ones and 

zeros on the screen.” She holds up the phone for Casey and Emma to 

see. 

“That’s binary code!” Lucy exclaims with amazement. “What’s binary 

code?” both girls respond. “It’s the Universal language!” Lucy sings out 

enthusiastically. “Since when do you know how to speak Universal?” the 

girls ask. “I’ve done many of the Escape and Mystery rooms at the 

Cottage, they use all different kinds of codes to solve the puzzles. Just 

GOOGLE the numbers on the screen to see what message you may be 

getting,” Lucy tells Emma. “No way, there’s too many numbers!” says 

Emma. 

Casey takes out her phone, “read me the numbers, Emma.” Emma 

carefully calls out each number. 

“01110100 01101000 01101001 01110010 01110011 01110100 

01111001” 
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Casey stares at the answer, she shrugs her shoulders, “it just says – 

THIRSTY?”  “Oh well,” says Emma “at least I’ve gotten my appetite 

back.” 

“Me too,” Casey admits. Lucy puts two slices in two small boxes. The 

girls take their pizza. Emma steps outside, opens the umbrella, “Thanks, 

Lucy” the girls call out. “Anytime,” answers Lucy. “Say ‘hi’ to your 

sister!” 

Emma and Casey head down the short path but can’t help turning 

around for one last look at the Cottage. In the window next to the 

round window they see a shadow. It moves closer to the window and 

then looks outside.  

It’s a Knight in shining armor!  

They drop their pizza boxes and come running back into Joe’s 

restaurant. 

“Something SUPERNATURAL is happening at Storyteller’s Cottage!” they 

both exclaim. Lucy laughs, “It’s over one hundred years old, maybe it’s 

haunted!” Emma and Casey respond to the remark at exactly the same 

instant, “NO WAY!” They giggle and high-five each other. Emma 

suggests “let’s go inside and check it out! I saw Jack helping Lulu sneak 

in through an unlocked basement window.” “Yes! That’s a great idea” 

says Casey. “Let’s go see what this is all about.” The girls head back 

outside. Casey calls back to Lucy, “If we’re not back in ten minutes come 

find us!” 

Emma and Casey go to check out the basement windows. They are 

hinged on the top. They find the unlocked window, Emma holds it open 

for Casey to squeeze through, she follows behind. Even though it is 

getting dark, enough light filters through the basement windows to see 

around the clean space filled with trunks and boxes.  
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Peachy the turtle 

chomps away on her 

veggie pizza slice.  

She wears a 

decorative ruby 

stone on her head 

that shines brightly. 

Peachy looks up, 

“Lulu went upstairs” 

she murmurs, then 

goes back to 

munching veggies. 

Emma calls out “Lulu, where are you?” Lulu comes running down the 

basement stairs.  

“There is a strange creature in the Castle Room, come quick.” 

Casey asks, “what kind of strange creature, is it dangerous?” “I’m not 

sure” says Lulu. “It’s wearing the Knight’s costume from the Castle 

Room and it has locked up Winks the Owl in a cage. Winks is freaking 

out!” The girls can hear Winks screeching from upstairs, “WHOO! 

WHOO!” 

The girls carefully follow Lulu up the basement stairs through the cozy 

kitchen with fireplace into the elegant foyer and up the stairs. They 

enter the library where guests can read or play chess. The secret library 

door is slightly ajar. “It’s in there” says Lulu, “I’ll follow you if you don’t 

mind.” 

You can hear Winks hoot- hooting in the background, “somebody get 

me outta here, save me!” “Coming Winks,” shouts Emma. The girls 

push the heavy door, filled with games and books. 
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The girls can see 

fluttering sparkling 

lights as they slowly 

open the door to the 

Castle Room. The 

lights stop when they 

enter. The Knight has 

the captured Owl 

Winks locked in a cage 

by its side. The Knight 

just stares at the girls. 

It seems shocked and 

frightened by their 

sudden entrance. 

Emma approaches the Knight. “Hi, I’m Emma and this is Casey. Who are 

you, what are you doing here?” Lulu meows “I don’t think it speaks.” 

Emma’s phone starts to buzz. She takes it out and looks at the screen, 

“Huh, says Emma, it’s the same message as before, THIRSTY.”  Casey 

takes off her backpack, removes her wide-mouthed hydroflask and 

removes the top. She takes a metal straw and puts it in the flask, hands 

it to the Knight. “Here help yourself, it’s vitamin water.” 

The Knight bows slightly, as if in gratitude, accepts the flask. It lifts off 

its iron helmet. The Knight is a YOUNG GIRL! She is Emma and Casey’s 

age. Her hair is in a big messy bun on top of her head. The girl gulps 

down the vitamin water. She goes to hand the hydroflask back. “Keep 

it,” says Casey. Lulu approaches the girl, she meows softly. She appears 

to be communicating with the stranger! “You can speak her language, 

Lulu?” Emma asks. Lulu nods ‘yes’. “How come she can communicate 

with animals and not people?” asks a curious Emma. 
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An anxious Winks yells from his cage “The girl speaks to animals by 

using telepathy. Everyone knows birds and cats speak through 

telepathy! Now release me, I was born a free bird!”  

“No need to get salty about it,” Emma fires back. 

Lulu makes a revelation, “The girl says she’s from the MOON!”  

Everyone gasps “The MOON?” Lulu continues. “She says she needs to 

take the Earth’s top 3 Storyteller’s back to the Moon. It’s an 

EMERGENCY!” 

Suddenly, Lulu runs out of the Castle Room, Emma follows her. “Lulu, 

where are you going? We need you to translate what the girl is saying.” 

Lulu is trembling with fear. “I think she knows about me and Winks” 

Lulu whimpers. Emma is confused. “What about you and Winks?” Lulu 

becomes bashful, embarrassed. “Oh, it’s probably nothing, I’m 

overthinking as usual” replies a more composed Lulu.  Emma lifts Lulu 

up in her arms. “Don’t worry Lulu, I won’t let anything happen to you,” 

says Emma, comforting the cat. They can hear Winks’ hooting and 

howling from the Castle Room, they hasten back but the Girl, Winks, 

and Casey have disappeared! 

“Oh No!” exclaims Emma. “Casey, Casey, where are you?” Winks hoots 

from behind a closed door at the end of the room “In here!” Emma 

walks to the closed door. “Isn’t this just an old closet?” she asks. Lulu 

shakes her head ‘no’. 

Emma opens the door. She drops her jaw in amazement. Emma is 

stunned. Casey and the Girl, holding the caged Winks, are standing in 

the middle of a beautiful magical FOREST! “A forest in a Cottage, it’s 

impossible!” exclaims Emma.  
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Emma sees Casey has her hand leaning on a large tree with a round 

cavity. “It’s a PORTAL! A real portal to other dimensions” shouts an 

over-the-top excited Casey. 

The girls hear Lucy calling from downstairs. “Hello, Hello? Anybody 

here?” Jack barks. Emma calls to Lucy “We’re in the Castle Room.” 

Lucy hurries upstairs and joins the group in the Forest. “Oh WOW. This 

Forest is so cool! Is that a portal?” questions Lucy. Lucy doesn’t notice 

the Girl Knight at first, when she does, she jumps out of her skin. 

“What’s with the girl in the heavy metal?”  

Winks hoots from his cage. “She doesn’t have any clothes. She entered 

through the portal as a beam of light. Get with the program!” 

Lucy wonders, “WHAT? Why did she come here?” Emma fills Lucy in on 

the details. “She’s from the Moon. She says she needs to take back the 

Top 3 Storyteller’s on Earth!” 

“Why would she have to do that?” questions Lucy. Casey speaks up. 

“She explained to Winks when Emma and Lulu were out of the room 

that Storytelling is the most important tradition humans and animals 

possess. The reason for that is because every story contains a lesson. 

Stories teach us to love, to forgive others, to be just, and to strive for 

our fullest potential. The people on the Moon have been neglectful, 

taking things for granted, being lazy and forgetting to tell stories. Now 

they can’t”…. 

Lucy interrupts, “Are you telling me people actually live on the Moon?” 

“Yes,” replies Winks. “On the Dark Side”. Casey continues. “Now the 

Moon people are off balance and out of control. They can’t remember 

how to love, help and take care of each other, or respect their home, 

Earth’s special Moon where they live. The Girl says if she can’t get the 
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Top 3 Storyteller’s to return with her, the Moon will self-destruct, and 

that will cause the Earth to spin out of orbit. We’ll all be doomed!” 

“But where are you going to find the Top 3 Storyteller’s in the World?” 

asks Lucy.  

Winks turns his head completely around in the opposite direction as if 

he can’t be seen or need to face the question. 

Lulu speaks up. She holds her head high and proudly and announces, “I 

am one of the Top 3 Storyteller’s of the World. I am the keeper of all the 

stories of Earth!”  Emma and Casey are shocked. “Lulu, that’s amazing!” 

they remark in unison, then high-five. 

Winks turns his head around to face the group. “And I am also one of 

the Top 3 Storyteller’s of the World. I am the Keeper of all the stories of 

the Sky!”  

Casey is optimistic “That’s two, will that help?” 

Winks spills the truth, “Tell the Girl I know where to find the third, but I 

will only tell who that is if she lets me out of this cage!” 

Emma speaks up, “You tell her, you can speak telepathy.” Winks 

defends himself, “I’m so upset, I can’t even pick up the signal right 

now.” 

Lulu has something to say, “The Girl says she doesn’t trust you. She 

thinks you’ll just fly away.” Winks is outraged, “I’m not going anywhere 

with someone who doesn’t trust me!” 

The Girl Knight reaches down and releases the lock to Winks cage. She 

opens the door. Winks instantly bolts like a rocket ship out of the 

Forest. Lulu looks at the brokenhearted Knight. “Don’t worry” purrs 

Lulu, “I’m still going to go with you, and I know a few stories about the 
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sky, or at least about being up a tree.” The girl bows and gives Lulu an 

appreciative glimmer of a smile. 

Emma speaks, “You can’t go Lulu. You’ve lived here all your life.” Jack 

barks in agreement. 

“I’ve lived here for seven lives” says Lulu. “I still have two more, so I’ll be 

back! But one more thing. The Girl has no clothes. She won’t be able to 

turn into light and return to the Moon through the portal in the heavy 

metal armor.” 

Emma quickly removes her backpack, unzips it and pulls out a few items 

of clothing. “I’ve got an extra pair of soccer shorts and an oversize tee 

shirt.” Casey follows Emma’s lead and opens her backpack. She pulls 

out a pair of checkered VANS and some extra scrunchies! They all exit 

the Forest so the Girl can change. 

Without a sound, Winks flies in carrying Peachy the Turtle! Lulu is 

ecstatic “Winks you came back!” Winks laughs. “Of course I came back. 

I’m a wise old Owl! And I brought back the Number 3 Storyteller of the 

World and the Keeper of all the Stories of the Sea, PEACHY!” 

The Girl steps out of the Forest and does a little fashionable cat-walk to 

show off her new look. Lucy takes the Hawaiian puka shell necklace off 

and puts it around the Girls neck. The Girl smiles happily at Winks, who 

flies up on her shoulder. Lulu hops up on the other shoulder. She holds 

Peachy and the hydroflask in one hand. “I want to go too” barks Jack. 

“But Jack, you don’t know any stories”, meows Lulu. “No, but I know 

how to make pizza!”  The Girl laughs, she nods her head indicating Jack 

can go too. 

She gives a two finger “V” sign and turns to head back into the Forest 

Room. 
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“Hold On” says Emma. She reaches into her backpack and pulls out a 

Polaroid camera. “I want to take a picture”. 

Emma snaps the photo.  

“By the way” says Casey, “What’s your name?” 

The Girl flashes a big grin and replies “HARMONI”.  

Then, without hesitation, the group enters the Forest.  They all turn 

into brilliant swirling light. They slip into the tree cavity and vanish 

through the portal. 

                                                        The End              
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